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Please log on to our website to make and cancel appointments and 
find out the most recent practice and NHS news, changes and updates 

 

Surgery Closures Over 
the Christmas Period: 

Friday 25th December - CLOSED 
Monday 28th December - CLOSED 

Friday 1st January - CLOSED 

 
Surgery News 

What a year! Everyone has had to adapt to these challenging times, and we have continued to work at pace so we are 
just now catching our breath for an end-of-year Newsletter.  
 
Since the start of COVID, our practice had to suddenly change the whole way we work (at significant cost!). Here are 
some of the things that we have had to do to continue to run our service to patients: 

- develop and implement new policies, 
- order and wear appropriate PPE whilst also providing patients with care, 
- introduce an online consultation framework and texting service for patients to improve communication, 
- source local assessment centres to provide a safe environment for patients and staff to be seen should they 

have COVID symptoms.  
 
We are proud to have worked our hardest to make ourselves more accessible than ever. As a result, we have seen an 
increase in appointments and telephone calls, as well as an increase in patient contact because those in secondary care 
have paused most of their routine appointments. We have dealt with thousands of COVID queries, vaccinated over one 
thousand patients to help them have immunity to the flu and continued to provide the day to day general practice 
patient care. We continue to liaise with our counterparts and draw up contingency plans for our practice to ensure 
there will be healthcare for patients whatever happens. We still have to deal with audits and deadlines; hundreds of 
queries from shielding patients to those with general medical queries; as well as helping those who are more 
vulnerable to access community support. 
 
Our staff have worked extra hours over weekends for flu clinics or to cover for sick or self-isolating colleagues as we 
continue to ensure the telephones are covered, the medical paperwork is actioned as fast as possible and the clinicians 
are readily available (even when this entails moving diaries around due to childcare issues from closure of schools!). 
Staff have continued to work through their lunch time and breaks to deal with any emergencies or to ensure that 
prescriptions have been reviewed and received timeously along with continuing to keep our website and Facebook 
page up to date with relevant and ever changing information. We have been faced with wonderful, kind and 
understanding patients as well as some quite harsh criticism and abuse. All in all, we have been doing our best to 
continue to provide high quality day to day care during a very challenging time. And we will continue to do our very 
best! 
 

Staff News and Changes 
A sad farewell to Dr Elham Shiraz, who left the Partnership June 2020 and congratulations to her and her 
family on the birth of a baby girl in August 2020.  We are delighted to welcome Dr Rob Derrick who 
joined us on 1 September 2020, as well as Clare and a welcome back to Yolanda who are on reception.  
Additionally, huge congratulations to Joanna who has now qualified as a Practice Nurse and will continue 
to work at Lonsdale Medical Centre.  
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Breast Cancer Pathway 
All female patients with breast concerns are now able to be directly referred to the open access breast pathway 
without having to see their GP. If you have a breast concern (suspicious change in breast/s, discharge, pain or a lump), 
please contact our reception team (no need for details at this stage) who will hand your request on to our medical 
secretary/care navigator, Lea. Lea will ask you a few questions for the referral regarding your concerns and then send 
you directly to the hospital. The hospital will assess your referral by urgency and contact you directly to arrange your 
appointment. You will receive your referral paperwork in the post from us. If your concern is related to your family 
history or screening please speak with the GP. 
 

Minor Surgery 

We are delighted to advise that Lonsdale Medical Centre is continuing to offer minor surgery appointments as usual. 

Dr A Buckland and Dr C Corney are both accredited to do minor surgery for the Local Enhanced Services and also for 

West Kent Dermatology.  

 
Facebook 
Lonsdale Medical Centre Tunbridge Wells has its own Facebook page which you are encouraged to join! We post daily 
updates of events, and interesting and helpful NHS facts. Please search for ‘Lonsdale Medical Centre, Tunbridge Wells’. 
 

Apps/Platforms and what they do 

Confused by all the technology? So are we! But the online apps and platforms can make things easier and quicker, so 
do find the one that works best for you as they overlap in functionality and what they do: 

MyGP: app for your phone/iPad to book GP appointments, order prescriptions, view your medical 
records, on-line resources and book e-referral hospital appointments online. 
Patient Access: other online platform to book GP appointments on-line, order prescriptions and view 
your medical record. 
Doctorlink/E-consult: platform used for symptom assessments done online by the patient, who will then 
be directed to the appropriate service. 
NHS App: new platform introduced to validate identity via an NHS Login and give access to various 
online services without the need to contact the surgery (request repeat prescriptions, choose a 
pharmacy for prescriptions to be sent to, view medical records securely, book and cancel appointments, 
get health advice using NHS information, register for organ donation and/or check your registered 
decision).  

 

Donations for a Doppler Ultrasound 
The surgery has been saving up to buy a Doppler Ultrasound, which is a non-invasive way of assessing a patient’s 
vascular status and establishing or excluding the presence of peripheral arterial disease (PAD). In the interim, we have 
hired a Doppler Ultrasound and hope to be able to purchase one in the not too distant future. If you would like to 
donate via a bank transfer please note “Equip Fund” in the reference section. Please do feel free to email us at 
lonsdale.medical@nhs.net to advise that you have donated to the fund.  Much appreciated! 

BANK : Natwest              NAME: Drs Buckland & Stewart 
ACC: 16115708               SORT: 55-70-13 

 

Flu Jabs – It’s not too late!  
Did you miss this year’s flu clinics?  It isn’t too late to get a flu jab if you are eligible! Just call the surgery 
before the end of December to make an appointment with a nurse.  
 

The Lonsdale Medical Centre would like to wish all its patients a very 
Merry Christmas and a Healthy and Happy New Year! 
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